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Pepsi's takeover of its Guangzhou Bottling Plant, which was a co-operative 
joint venture previously under Chinese party's management, was difficult, expensive 
and far from satisfactory. The general manager appointed by Pepsi after the takeover 
had significant conflicts with the Chinese party as well as the employees carried over 
from the previous joint venture. The conflicts were finally resolved through the 
removal of the general manager but the sales and profits of the joint venture had 
already suffered. For a takeover of management from the Chinese party to be 
successful, there are several key factors which could be leamt from Pepsi's 
experience. Selection of a right candidate to be the general manager is paramount. 
The appointment of a Chinese with many years of China experience does not always 
guarantee success. The appointee should be patient and diplomatic to tackle the 
Chinese party and the employees. He should also be sensitive to the socio-cultural 
aspects of the employees in the joint venture. It is impossible to isolate Chinese party 
from the operations of the joint venture, particularly it is a joint venture previously 
managed by it. However, segregation of Chinese party's influence in thejoint venture 
is important in order to uphold the authority of the general manager. The Chinese 
party's influence could be reduced to a significant extent, if the general manager has 
full support from the Board to remove those pro-Chinese party employees. In 
addition, upfront communication and understanding of the roles of the Chinese party 
are also important. Treating all employees fairly, both newly recruited employees and 
iv 
old employees, would foster co-operation and harmony. Alignment of business 
strategies of the joint venture at the beginning would also help to reduce conflicts at 
later stage. Moreover, the appointment of a Director by the foreign party with special 
responsibility to maintain close contact and dialogue with the Chinese party would 
help the general manager in his dealing with the Chinese party. 
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This project is a case study of the takeover of the management ofPepsi-Cola's 
Guangzhou Bottling Plant ("GZ Bottling Plant") which happened in April 1995. GZ 
Bottling Plant was a co-operative joint venture established by Pepsi and a Chinese 
agricultural and trading company in 1985 to bottle Pepsi brands of soft drinks for sale 
in China. Prior to its being converted into an equity joint venture in 1995, GZ 
Bottling Plant was solely managed by the Chinese party. Accompanied by the 
conversion into an equity joint venture, Pepsi gained majority stake in the Plant and 
was expected to exercise full management control on the operations of GZ Bottling 
Plant. Pepsi's Area Management placed significant emphasis on the takeover because 
GZ Bottling Plant was Pepsi's largest bottling joint venture in China at that time and 
its success or failure would have significant impacts on Pepsi's China strategy. The 
general manager for the joint venture was selected after a vigorous selection process 
and a special task force were set up to assist the general manager on the takeover. 
After about one month's transition and handover, Pepsi's appointed general manager 
took over the management officially from April 1995. 
To Pepsi's Area Management's surprise and disappointment, the takeover 
process was far from smooth and successful soon after the takeover despite the fact 
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that significant resources were put into the process. There were significant conflicts 
between the Pepsi appointed general manager and the Chinese party. The general 
manger also had problems to manage the managers and employees carried over from 
the previous co-operative joint venture. Two months after the takeover, the 
relationship was so tense that Pepsi and the Chinese party had to engage serious 
discussions to resolve the conflicts. Pepsi finally agreed to replace the general 
manager. The experiences from this takeover offered good learning to Pepsi in its 
future projects as well as to other foreign companies considering takeovers from 
Chinese parties. 
The objectives of this case study are: 
(i) to examine why Pepsi-Cola took over the management of GZ Bottling Plant 
and what benefits were anticipated from the takoever; 
(ii) to identify the problems and issues arising from the takeover of the 
management from the Chinese party and to summarize the learning from the 
project; and 
(iii) to propose suggestions to avoid the same problems and issues from happening 
in future takeovers. 
It is hoped that this project could have practical applications to Pepsi and other 
companies which have plans to take management control in their joint ventures 
formed with their Chinese partners. A case study approach is used this project. The 
materials and information in this case were primarily obtained from the author's direct 
^ 
involvement in the negotiation and takeover process, direct interviews with the 
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relevant persons involved in the takeover and review of documents relevant to the 
takeover. Since many people involved in this case study are still working with their 
companies, fictitious names of certain people are used if so requested by them or in 
order to preserve anonymity. 
Review of relevant literature was performed. However, literature on the 
takeover of a joint venture company previously managed by Chinese party by a 
foreign party is limited and inadequate. It is hoped that this project could supplement 




• E S T M E N T JN CffiNA 
Since China opened its door to foreign investors in 1979, more than 206,000 
foreign investment enterprises have been approved by the Chinese govemment\ 
Cumulative contractual amount of direct investment by foreign investors exceeded 
US$312 billion and cumulative actual utilized foreign direct investment exceeded 
US$99 billion by the end of 1994 .^ China is now ranked the second largest country 
for new foreign direct investments in the world after the U.S.A. 
China's economy experienced rapid growth during the past ten years. Real 
GNP had been increasing by more than 10% per year on average, which was 
significantly higher than all countries in the region and several times higher than most 
developed countries. It is the consensus of many economists that China would 
continue to enjoy high economic growth for the coming years. In China's recently 
announced Ninth Five-Year Plan, the economic growth rate was projected by 
government economists at 8% to 9% for the 5-year period between 1996 and 2000. 
1 China Statistical Year Book 1995 p.558 ‘ 
2 China Statistical Year Book 1995 pp.554 & 557 
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TABLE 1 
MAJOR ECONOMIC ES[DICATORS OF CHESfA 
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 
Real GNP growth 3:9% 8.0% 13.6% 13.4% 11.6% 
Increase ofprivate consumption 1.2% 7.6% 16.4% 15.0% 7.0% 
Inflation (urban consumer prices) 0.2% 4.5% 7.7% 14.2% 25.0% 
Exchange rates (RMB per US$1) 4.78 5.32 5.51 5.76 8.62 
Trade balance (US$ billion) 9.2 8.7 5.2 -10.7 7.3 
Total foreign debt (US$ billion) 52.6 59.6 69.2 83.8 91.1 
Source: The Economic Intelligence Unit. China Hand. Chapter 3 and China 
Statistical Year Book 1994. 
Initially, most of foreign investments were in the form of processing and 
assembly arrangements. Processing and assembly factories set up by Hong Kong and 
Taiwanese investors mushroomed in the Pearl River Delta and Fujian Province. 
These factories were small and engaged in simple and labour-intensive processing and 
assembly operations such as garment manufacturing, toy-making and shoe-making, to 
take advantage of the cheap labour and land in China. These products were for export 
and sale in overseas market or for further processing in other countries. No domestic 
sales were allowed. Although the "technical contents" of these products were low, 
they were encouraged by the Chinese Government in early years because it was a 
simple and fast way to improve workers' income. , 
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Later, foreign investors stepped up their ties by setting up joint ventures in 
China. There were two common types of joint ventures: co-operative joint ventures 
and equity joint ventures. Both co-operative joint ventures and equity joint ventures 
required the foreign investors to partner with Chinese enterprises, with the foreign 
investors contributing more than 25% of the investment in the case of equity joint 
产 
ventures. The Chinese partners in the joint ventures were usually state or local 
government-owned or controlled company. The idea of teaming up with local 
Chinese enterprises was good to many foreign investors in the early years when 
foreign investors had little knowledge about the regulatory and operating 
environments in China. In these circumstances, the Chinese partners could help the 
foreign investors to a great extent to get through the maze of bureaucracy and obtain 
access to many regulations and practices which were classified as "intemal" and thus 
unavailable to foreign investors. In addition, when China was still essentially a 
central or government planned economy, forming joint venture with local Chinese 
enterprises was desirable if the projects required heavy support from government 
authorities and agencies to obtain the necessary raw materials, utilities supply, 
transportation, quota approval, etc. Starting from 1986，the Chinese government 
relaxed control to allow foreign investors to set up wholly foreign-owned enterprises 
to engage in industries which are beneficial to the national economic development and 
utilizing advanced technology and equipment or are the majority or entirety of their 
products are for export purposes. 
Thus far, equity joint ventures remain the most popular form of foreign direct 
z 
investment in China and accounted for more than 50% of utilized foreign direct 
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investment in China in 1993. Co-operative joint ventures are diminishing in number 
and accounted for only 19% of utilized foreign direct investment in China in 1993. 
Wholly foreign-owned enterprises are rising in number and influence. In 1986, less 
than 1% of foreign investment in China was in the form of wholly foreign-owned 
enterprises. In 1993, this investment format rose to almost 25% of utilized direct 
foreign investment (Table 2). Wholly foreign-owned enterprises are particularly 
favoured by foreign companies which have the need to protect their technologies from 
sharing with other parties. The rising number of wholly foreign-owned enterprises 
also reflects foreign investors' current preference to have complete management 
control of the ventures they invested. 
TABLE 2 
CONTRACTED AND UTILIZED FOREIGN DIRECT EWESTMENT D^ 1993 
Amounts in US$ million Contracted Utilized 
Equity j oint ventures 5 5,174 15,347 
Wholly foreign owned enterprises 30,456 6,505 
Co-operative joint ventures 25,499 5,237 
Co-development 304 424 
Total foreign direct investment 111,43 5 27,514 
Source: The Economist Intelligence Unit. China Hand. Chapter 14p.l4. Hong 




THE CARBONATED SOFT D _ K ESfDUSTRY IN C H ^ A 
In China, beverages can be classified into alcoholic and non-alcoholic 
beverages. The main products in alcoholic beverages are beer and liquor. Non-
alcoholic beverages are consisted of soft drinks, fruit and vegetable juices, packaged 
water, sterilized milk, coffee, chocolate drinks, sports drinks and nutritional drinks. 
Carbonated soft drinks belong to the soft drinks category and is the single largest item 
in the category. 
The beverage industry in China is regulated by the China National Council of 
Light Industry, an "enterprise unit" formed under the State Council in 1994 to 
supersede the Ministry of Light Industry. The daily monitoring and regulation ofthe 
beverage industry is delegated to the China Beverage Industry Association, a unit 
under the China National Council of Light Industry. In addition, the State Economic 
and Trade Commission ("SETC") under the State Council has authority to regulate 
and approve foreign companies engaging in designated industries restricted by the 
State Council. Foreign brand carbonated soft drinks is one of those restricted 
industries. 
The market potential of soft drinks in China is indisputable. Between the 
period from 1980 to 1994, the soft drink market in China increased twenty-folds to 
z 
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6.28 million tons, equivalent to 1.1 billion standard cases;. Soft drink consumption in 
China grew on average at 24% per year for the past ten years. Though the growth is 
substantial, the current soft drinks market in China is only half the volume ofbeer and 
about the same as liquor and sterilized milk (Table 3). Most beverage companies, 
both international and local, firmly believe that there is plenty of room for expansion. 
Of the soft drinks consumed in China, about half of them are carbonated soft drinks 
(Table 4). Current per capita consumption of carbonated soft drink in China is 11 
eight-ounce servings a year, an extremely low number compared with nearly 800 in 
the U.S. and 250 to 300 in Hong Kong and Taiwan. However, such low per capita 
consumption has been high enough to place China as the second largest soft drink 
market in Asia, only second to Japan, due to the huge population in China. It is 
estimated that within the next 10 to 15 years, China will become the largest soft drink 
market in the world outside the U.S.* 
3 A standard case is equivalent to 24 servings of eight ounces soft drinks (i.e. 192 ounces ofsoft 
drinks) and is the common measurement unit used by the major soft drink companies in the world. 
4 Pepsi-Cola International's estimate 
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TABLE 3 
1994 PRODUCTION OF SELECTED BEVERAGES ESf CffiNA 
“ 1994 Production 
(in thousand tons) 
Soft drinks (carbonated and non-carbonated) 6,277 
Beer 14,000 
Liquor 6,500 
Sterilized milk 6,000 
Source: Compiled from the “Collection ofPapers Presented to the Third Session 
ofthe First Meeting ofthe Executive Council of China Beverage Industry 
Association.’’ Beijing, 8 July 1995. p.4 
TABLE 4 
1994 SOFT DFJNK PRODUCTION JN CffiNA 
1994 Production ~ 
(in thousand tons) Change over 1993 
Carbonated soft drinks 3,138 +25% 
Natural mineral water 929 +88% 
Fruit and vegetable juices 905 +12.5% 
Solid form beverages 130 -28% 
Other soft drinks (coffee, chocolate, 1,175 -
sports drinks and nutritional drinks, etc.) 
Total soft drinks production 6,277 +29% 
Source: Compiled from the "Collection ofPapers Presented to the Third Session 
ofthe First Meeting of the Executive Comrcil of China Beveraee Industrv 
Asgpciation." Beijing, 8 July 1995. pp.4-5 
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The huge market potential in carbonated soft drinks has attracted Coca-Cola 
and Pepsi-Cola, the two most prominent companies in the world beverage market, to 
re-enter the China in 1979. Initially all of their products were imported and were 
mainly for consumption by tourists and foreigners. Later, both Coca-Cola and Pepsi-
Cola set up bottling plants in China to take advantage of the lower production cost in 
China and to avoid heavy import duties. Since then, the prices of their products were 
gradually lowered and became affordable to the domestic consumers. 
The carbonated soft drink industry in China is fragmented, under-developed 
and dominated by weak and low-quality domestic products. In 1993, China had 2,827 
soft drink companies, most of them were small operators and sold under more than 
3,000 brands. However, production and profitability are highly concentrated in 
dozens oflarge beverage companies. In 1994, the largest twenty soft drink companies 
accounted for 28% of the country's production in terms of volume, 60% in terms of 
value and 80% in terms of profits before income tax^ Not surprisingly, ofthe largest 
twenty soft drink companies, thirteen of them are Coca-Cola and Pepsi-Cola's joint 
venture bottling plants^. 
5 China Beverage Industry Association. "Collection ofPapers Presented to the Third Session of 
the First Meeting ofthe Executive Council of China Beverage Industry Association." p.25. Beijing, 8 
July 1995. (In Chinese) 
6 China Beverage Industry Association. "Notice on the Ranking of 1994 Largest Twenty 
Beverage Industrial Enterprises in China." May 1995. 
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Prior to the massive presence of international brands of soft drinks in China, 
there were a handful of well-known local brands of carbonated soft drinks. Tianfii-
Cola, Bei Bing Yang, Asia and Cheng Guang He, each of which have decades of 
history in China and were once household names. Tianfu-Cola is an imitation of the 
highly successful cola-drink in the international market. At its peak, Tianfu-Cola was 
served during state banquets and was highly praised by domestic newspapers and 
magazines as "famous national soft drinks manufactured with Chinese ingredients" to 
counteract the imported cola drinks from Coca-Cola and Pepsi-Cola.. Some local 
brands competed from different perspectives. Instead of producing soft drinks which 
imitated the international brands, they developed a variety of flavours which were 
tailored to Chinese taste, e.g. laichee and mango flavoured soft drinks. Some other 
small local brand soft drinks companies, which were located in remote areas, survived 
by taking advantage of the poor transportation infrastructure in inland and backward 
areas and protectionism by local government by focusing in remote cities and towns. 
The market share of local soft drinks eroded quickly after the re-entrance of foreign 
brands carbonated soft drinks in 1979 (primarily Coca-Cola and Pepsi-Cola) and the 
emergence of new local brands of soft drinks (mainly Jianlibao, a honey-based sports 
drink, and several brands of coconut milk produced by companies from Hainan 
province). Sales of those once well-known and leading local brands dropped 
significantly and some of those star companies were nearly pushed to bankruptcy. 
Small local brands were also hit to varying extent. Some small soft drink companies 
switched to niche markets of local Chinese flavoured soft drinks (e.g. soya milk and 
tea), some had retreated from urban areas to avoid head-on competition with foreign , 
brands and struggled for survival by selling in rural areas difficultly. 
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Against this background, foreign brand carbonated soft drinks encountered 
strong resistance by local soft drink companies towards opening of the market and 
free competition. The local Light Industry Bureaux and the central Ministry of Light 
Industry supervising these local brand soft drink companies soon convinced the 
Central Government to provide different forms of protection to local soft drinks 
companies. From the Central Government's point of view, apart from seeing the need 
to shield the local soft drink companies from competition by foreign brand soft drinks, 
it was of the opinion that that carbonated soft drinks did not bring in important or 
advanced technology nor were they daily necessity products. Since the Chinese 
Government was under the pressure to protect the domestic beverage producers, it was 
hostile to the request by foreign carbonated soft drinks companies to open the 
beverage market and it imposed severe restrictions for sale in the domestic market. 
This was apparent from an order entitled “Strengthening of the Administration for the 
Import ofCarbonated Soft Drinks" issued by the State Council in 1987 that (i) import 
of carbonated soft drinks (including finished goods and concentrates) was subject to 
quota control and import permit control; (ii) establishment of soft drink plants 
producing foreign brand carbonated soft drinks had to be approved by the Central 
Government (in contrast with the approval of companies engaged in unrestricted 
industries or products which could be approved by local government and local 
Foreign Trade and Economic Cooperation Commission); and (iii) import licenses 
were required for the import of bottling production lines. Approvals of new foreign 




To break the restrictions, Coca-Cola and Pepsi-Cola engaged in lengthy 
negotiations with the Chinese Government in order to expand their production 
capacity in China. Following the signing of the Market Access Memorandum 
between the Chinese and U.S. Government and coupled with China's intention to join 
一 
the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (the predecessor of the World Trade 
Organization), the China Government approved Coca-Cola and Pepsi-Cola, on their 
fulfilment of certain conditions, each to build ten new bottling plants in designated 
cities. After completion of the ten new bottling plants, direct investment by Coca-
Cola will increase to US$250 million and the total investment by companies in Coca-
Cola system (i.e. including its joint venture partners) will increase to US$500 million. 
Pepsi-Cola's direct investment will increase to US$350 million and the total 




PEPSI-COLA m CmNA 
Pepsi entered into China in 1979, first by importing its products from Hong 
Kong and then establishing its own bottling plants in China to supply the local 
market. Pepsi's first bottling plant was set up in the Shenzhen Special Economic 
Zone in 1981. The Shenzhen bottling plant was a co-operative joint venture with a 
local state-owned food and beverage company. Pepsi chose Shenzhen as the 
production base of its first plant in China because of several reasons. Shenzhen is 
• located in close proximity to Hong Kong. It has the highest personal income and 
consumption power in China and most important of all, the Government of Special 
Economic Zone is more receptive to foreign investors and new products in early 
1980,s. In 1985, Pepsi's second bottling plant was opened in Guangzhou. By the end 
of 1995, Pepsi had a total of seventeenjoint venture bottling plants in China, of which 
thirteen of them produced Pepsi brands soft drinks and the remaining three produced 




PEPSI-COLA'S BOTTUNG PLANTS m CmNA 
(Salesinmillionstandard Year 1994 1995 
cases) Established Sales Sales Change 
JV Producing Pepsi Brands 
1. Shenzhen 1981 7.2 7.3 +1% 
2. Guangzhou 1985 20.0 23.6 +18% 
3. Shanghai 1989 15.7 25.1 +59.9% 
4. Fuzhou 1985 2.9 4.2 +44.8% 
5. Beijing 1988 4.6 4.3 -6.5% 
6. Nanchang 1988 1.5 2.1 +40% 
7. Guilin 1989 1.9 2.1 +10.5% 
8. Chengdu 1993 0.1 0.8 n/a 
9. Chongqing 1994 0.1 2.8 n/a 
10. Changchun 1994 -- 0.6 n/a 
11. Jinan 1995 n/a - n/a 
12. Nanjing 1995 n/a - n/a 
13. Anshan 1995 n/a - n/a 
14. Tianjin 1995 n/a - n/a 
Total Sales for Pepsi Brands 54.0 72.9 +35% 
JV Producing Local Brands 
1. Asia (Guangzhou) 1993 8.6 10.4 +21% 
2. Bei Bing Yang (Beijing) 1994 1.8 2.0 +11% 
3. Tianfu-Cola (Chongqing) 1994 2.8 3.8 +36% 
Total Sales for Local Brands 13 2 16.2 +23% 
^ 
Source: Pepsi-Cola International. 
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Both Pepsi-Cola and Coca-Cola are expanding exponentially in China. 
However, they pursued different strategies for their investments in China. Pepsi 
preferred heavy direct investments and controlling ownership in its bottling plants. 
Coca-Cola preferred minority ownership but maintains significant management 
产 
control. Coca-Cola is regarded as a master in directing and controlling its bottling 
plants all over the world despite the fact that it usually has minority stake in those 
plants. Coca-Cola formed partnership with local powerhouses like Swire Group and 
Kerry Group and large PRC government organizations like China International Trust 
and Investment Corporation ("CITIC") and China Cereal, Oil and Food Corporation 
("COFCO") in entering into the China beverage market. Pepsi, on the other hand, 
entered the China beverage market directly and partnered with local small companies 
in building its bottling plants. 
GZ Bottling Plant 
Pepsi's beverage bottling plant in Guangzhou ("GZ Bottling Plant") was a co-
operative joint venture between Pepsi and a local agricultural and trading company 
(which subsequently transformed into a food and beverage group company) in 
Guangzhou in 1985. The CJV Contract provided that Pepsi was responsible for 
contributing production equipment while the Chinese party was responsible for 
providing land, buildings and labour. The concentrate used to produce the soft drinks 
was solely supplied by Pepsi's wholly-owned concentrate plant in Guangzhou. 
Trademarks, production technology, quality assurance standards, technical and , 
marketing supports were provided by Pepsi, The daily management of the GZ 
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Bottling Plant was rested with the Chinese party. Pepsi did not share any profit in the 
GZ Bottling Plant and made money solely from concentrate sales. In addition, the 
production equipment contributed by Pepsi would be handed over to the Chinese 
party free of consideration at the end of the CJV term, an attractive arrangement to the 
Chinese party in order to obtain Central Government approval at that time. 
The GZ Bottling Plant turned out to be a very successful and profitable 
venture for Pepsi and the Chinese party. Sales of the GZ Bottling Plant doubled 
almost every two to three years since it began production in 1986. The GZ Bottling 
Plant surpassed the Shenzhen Bottling Plant to become Pepsi's largest bottling plant 
in China in 1989. In 1994, GZ Bottling Plant's sales exceeded the mark of 20 million 
standard cases, representing about 30% ofPepsi's production in China. 
GZ Bottling Plant was about two times the size of Coca-Cola's Guangzhou 
Bottling Plant. However, a closer examination of Pepsi and Coca-Cola's sales 
revealed that Pepsi's leading position in Guangdong Province was vulnerable. In 
1994, the year before Pepsi's takeover, about 40% of GZ Bottling Plant's sales was to 
cities outside the Guangdong Province. Of the sales within Guangdong Province, the 
majority was to rural areas and outskirts cities. GZ Bottling Plant focused on sales in 
rural areas and outskirts cities for obvious reasons: there was less competition in rural 
areas and cities and thus took less efforts to sell the products. The diversion of GZ 
Bottling Plant's efforts in rural areas and outskirts cities had led the major cities 
vulnerable to Coca-Cola's attack. In some major cities in Guangdong such as 
^ 
Guangzhou and Foshan, Coca-Cola outsold Pepsi by almost two to one. Coca-Cola 
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was particularly strong in can and fountain segments which helped it to have 
dominant presence in hotels, restaurants, bars and koraoke lounges. 
The sales and distribution system employed by the GZ Bottling Plant was 
another vulnerable point which might undermine its long-term competitiveness. In 
GZ Bottling Plant, the great majority of its products were distributed through the 
traditional channels, i.e. major wholesalers and distributors specialized in beverage 
sales. Direct sales to customers were small. In 1994, 70% to 80% of GZ Bottling 
Plant's sales were made through major wholesalers and distributors, the remaining, 
which was mainly glass bottle products, was handled through direct sales. The 
advantages of selling through major wholesalers and distributors were that a readily 
available distribution network was there and the selling cost was lower because there 
was no need to employ salesmen to call on the customers. However, this distribution 
method also placed GZ Bottling Plant in a passive position and was subject to the 
influence and control by the major wholesalers and distributors. The heavy reliance 
on major wholesalers and distributors severely undermined GZ Bottling Plant's ability 
to control pricing or develop direct contacts with customers. For example, it would be 
very difficult to raise the ex-factory prices if the major wholesalers and distributors 
disagreed. 
• 
The third issue was about brand image and pricing. This issue was not unique 
to GZ Bottling Plant. GZ Bottling Plant was suffering from having a lower brand 
image in Guangdong. Coca-Cola possessed incredibly high brand equity which 
z 
enabled it to have significant bargaining power in negotiating with its wholesalers and 
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to charge a higher retail prices in the market. Pepsi's lower brand equity and retail 
prices hit the profitability of the bottling plant directly because ex-factory prices were 
linked to the retail prices to a great extent. 
The fourth problem lay on the ownership structure. Under the co-operative 
joint venture structure, the Chinese party took up all the profits earned by the joint 
venture during the joint venture period. Pepsi earned money from the sale of 
concentrate to the joint venture. The Chinese party and Pepsi therefore had different 
interests in the joint venture. The only common interest for both parties was to 
increase the sales of the joint venture, which was also the original intention of the 
joint venture. However, there was a severe drawback on this structure. From the 
Chinese party's perspective, it was more interested in maximising the joint venture's 
profit within the period of joint venture. The Chinese party made decisions for the 
joint venture from a rather short-term perspective because thejoint venture period was 
limited, usually ten years. It had no interest in long-term matters such as building 
brand equity, which it believed benefited the brand owner more than itself and thus 
they were the responsibility of Pepsi. 
Pepsi realised that the above problems were major stumbling blocks to gain a 
leadership position in Guangdong. There had been many discussions with the 
Chinese party to increase investment to expand the sales force in major cities, 
strengthen the sales and distribution capability of the joint venture, and increase 
advertising and promotion programs to enhance product images, etc. However, Pepsi 
z 
was not successful in convincing the Chinese party, if the co-operative joint venture 
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structure was maintained, to increase investment in those programs which were 
beneficial to the long-term competitiveness of the joint venture. Thus, the 
restructuring of the JV ownership structure became the first and foremost before other 
problems could be solved. 
Pepsi started to re-consider the ownership structure of its joint ventures and 
concluded that the co-operative joint ventures should be converted into majority-
owned equity joint ventures. By converting the existing co-operative joint ventures 
into equity joint ventures in which it had management control, Pepsi hoped to achieve 
the following: 
(i) align the interests ofthe Chinese party and Pepsi, which after Pepsi has taken 
up a majority equity stake, both parties will be interested in the profitability of 
the bottling joint venture; 
(ii) focus sales inside Guangdong Province and in particular sales in major cities 
and urban areas; 
(iii) enhance the sales and distribution system of the joint venture, provide 
excellent sales and distribution services and increase direct contacts with 
customers; and 
(iv) enhance Pepsi's brand equity and profitability by reforming the pricing 
structure in the market. 
Starting from early 1994, Pepsi and the Chinese party engaged in a series of 
negotiations for the restructuring of the joint venture. After negotiating for about 15 , 
months, both parties finally agreed to establish an equity joint venture ("EJV") to 
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replace the old CJV, with Pepsi taking a 60% majority stake and the Chinese party 
40%. The duration of the EJV is 50 years so that the Guangzhou joint venture has 
greater incentive to engage in long-term programs such as brand-building. The initial 
investment of the EJV is US$28 million. Being the majority investor in the EJV, 
Pepsi has majority representation on the EJV's Board of Directors and the right to 
appoint the General Manager and Chief Financial Officer to control the daily 
management of the GZ Bottling Plant. The EJV Contract was signed in February 
1995. 
Pepsi placed significant emphasis on its takeover of the GZ Bottling Plant. Its 
plan was to take over several key positions in the Plant by Pepsi's appointees at the 
beginning. Most of the CJV employees were retained to preserve continuity and 
minimize disruptions to the business. After a vigorous selection process, Pepsi 
announced the appointment of Mr. C. C. Cheng，as the General Manger of GZ 
Bottling Plant. Mr. Cheng was bom and raised in Hong Kong and with over 15 years' 
ofworking experience with various U.S. multinationals in Hong Kong, China, Canada 
and U.S.A.. His previous position was Pepsi's Operations Director for Sichuan 
Province. He was known for being bright and aggressive. The CFO and the Sales 
Director appointees were recruited from outside. An organization chart of the GZ 
Bottling Plant is shown in Chart 1. 
^_^___^«__^^__«<^^^^^»^«-^^«««^«~^^"—^""~"~ z 
7 Fictitious name is used to preserve anonymity. 
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In support ofthe takeover, Pepsi established a task force of about ten managers 
drawing from different functional departments in its Area Office to help on a part-time 
basis. In addition, ad-hoc support teams had been formed to provide assistance as the 
need arose. The management takeover was carried out in April 1995. 
产 
Despite the strong background of the General Manager and the strong supports 
from Pepsi's Area Office, problems began to emerge about one month after the 
takeover. Conflicts between the General Manager and the Chinese Party appeared in 
many areas and is detailed in the following chapter. 
z 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONFLICTS Esf THE GZ BOTTLmG PLANT 
Problems and conflicts began to develop soon after the takeover that 
ultimately led to the removal of Pepsi's appointed general manager. The problems 
产 
and conflicts can be categorized into three major areas: cultural, personnel and 
business direction. 
Cn1tural Conf l ic ts with PRC Personnel 
This was quite unexpected at the beginning of the takeover. Pepsi's original 
intention to appoint a Hong Kong person with extensive experience with U.S. 
multinationals and PRC enterprises as the General Manger was to hope that he would 
be able to bridge the cultural gap between a Chinese enterprise and a U.S. company. 
g 
Hong Kong accounted for 46% of the foreign direct investments in China in 1994 . 
Many Hong Kong companies seemed to have discovered the recipe of success and 
were doing well and profitably in China. Initially Mr. Cheng appeared to be an ideal 
general manager candidate for both parties. “Mr. Cheng's extensive experience with 
U.S. and Chinese enterprises would help to bridge the cultural and management 
differences between American and Chinese. His ability to communicate with the 
Chinese party and Pepsi directly is important." said Mr. Z. C. Chen, Deputy General 
Manager of the Chinese Party. "People who can't speak the Cantonese dialect will 
_^^____><_<^^^^^^^___>_^__ ^ 
8 China Statistical Year Book 1995 p.555. 
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find that themselves only half as effective as they should be in Guangzhou." 
Ironically, the first incident where Mr. Cheng and the Chinese party had conflicts 
were in the area of management culture. 
The managers carried over from the previous CJV complained to their 
previous bosses, i.e. the General Manager and Deputy General Manager of the 
Chinese party, that Mr. Cheng did not consult with them on major management 
decisions. Examples cited by the ex-CJV managers included restructuring the 
organization, recruitment of managers and increasing product prices. "He [Mr. 
Cheng] just called us in his office and told us that our responsibilities would be 
changed or the customer credit policies would be changed effective on a certain date." 
said one ex-CJV Sales Manager. “There is no consultation at all. In the old days, we 
used to have a meeting of all managers chaired by the General Manager who would 
explain the changes and solicit comments from the managers for such important 
things." On the other hand, Mr. Cheng believed that he had the full authority to do so 
and there was no need to consult the managers. “I am the General Manager and I have 
the authority. They [the Chinese employees] got used to the communist style of 
management - lots ofmeetings and consultations. That's bureaucratic and should not 
be the way to do business efficiently." 
It was puzzling at first sight because Chinese are believed to have a strong 
sense ofhierarchy and ofits naturalness and rightness (Redding and Wong 1986:272). 
It is rare that the authority and decision of the General Manager is openly challenged 
z 
by his subordinates. After further diagnosis and discussions with relevant personnel, 
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it was discovered that the reasons for the above were more complicated than a purely 
conflict of management style. An additional reason lay on the Chinese employees' 
loyalty to the Chinese party which undermined the authority of the General Manager. 
Many of the ex-CJV managers had been working for the Chinese party and 
under the leadership of the General Manager of the Chinese party since the 
establishment ofthe CJV ten yeais ago. Even when these managers were converted 
into employees of the EJV after Pepsi's takeover, they still paid high respects and 
show strong loyalty to the General Manager of the Chinese party, who although is a 
40% minority partner in the EJV, remained very influential. "He [the General 
Manager of the Chinese party] is my [true] boss.” said a Sales Manager. “I could 
return to his company any time if I like it." The unspoken part seemed to be that he 
would not do anything which he believed the General Manager of the Chinese party 
would disagree or would affect the interests of the Chinese party. Looking from this 
respect, the Chinese employees still demonstrated a strong sense of respect to 
hierarchy. The only difference was that they perceived the Chinese party as the real 
authority. 
Moreover, the "consultation" process mentioned by the ex-CJV managers that 
happened in the old days did not tell the whole process. It was true that the previous 
General Manager of the CJV called meetings with his subordinates on all important 
matters. However, the General Manager set the tone of the meetings and his 
preferences were usually communicated to or discussed with the key people in 
z 
meetings beforehand, a common communication strategy used in China. Thus the 
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"consultations" happened during the meetings were in most cases, a mere formality 
rather than true consultations or discussions. The consultations had been done before 
the meetings and behind the scene. 
Disparity Between New and Fx-CTV Kmplovees 
When Pepsi took over the management of the GZ Bottling Plant, most of the 
employees working for the CJV were retained by the EJV. Their positions vary from 
Deputy General Manager to line workers. New management personnel were hired 
after Pepsi's takeover to fill some key positions in the Plant. These personnel were 
paid at a much better packages than the ex-CJV employees. Moreover, the new 
employees were favoured and given more authorities by the new General Manger 
because they were hired directly by him. For example, the Sales Director hired by the 
General Manager was given the responsibility for sales within Guangdong Province 
while the Deputy General Manager, an ex-CJV employee and was previously 
responsible for sales within and outside Guangdong Province, was given the 
responsibility for sales outside Guangdong Province only after Pepsi's takeover. 
The disparity of pay scales and favouritism shown by the General Manager 
caused conflicts between these two groups of employees and resistance to co-operate 
with each other. Moreover, the ex-CJV employees lodged complaints to the General 
Manger ofthe Chinese party that the new General Manager did not take care oftheir 
interests properly. Since the new employees were small in number, the incooperation 
of the ex-CJV employees was detrimental to the operations of the Plant. To try to 
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resolve the disparity in the pay scales among new and old employees, the General 
Manager had discussions with the General Manager of the Chinese party. However, 
the Chinese party disagreed to increase the pay scales of the old employees because 
they had to maintain parity of pay amohg the employees working for the Chinese 
Party and those working for the GZ Bottling Plant. 
Differences in Business Strategy 
Two ofthe major reasons for Pepsi to take over the GZ Bottling Plant were to 
enhance the sales and distribution system and to enhance Pepsi's brand equity. 
However, when the new General Manager planned to purchase new delivery trucks to 
strengthen the sales and distribution capability of the joint venture, recruit additional 
salesmen for direct sales and increase advertising expenditures, he had under-
estimated the reactions from the Chinese party. The Chinese party rejected the plan 
strongly when they knew the plan from its previous employees who were working in 
the EJV after Pepsi's takeover. The General Manager was surprised because the 
Chinese party was only a 40% minority owner. The EJV Contract stated that the 
^ annual operating plan could be approved by a simple majority of Directors on the 
Board and Pepsi had the majority representation on the Board. In other words, the 
General Manager believed that he could implement the plan if he had obtained 
approval from Pepsi Area Management. The General Manager thought that the 
consultation with Chinese party in advance was not important and discussion with the 
Chinese party was purely a matter of formality. However, the Chinese party disagreed 
z 
and said that the plan was too aggressive and not realistic and would hurt the 
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profitability of the joint venture. Moreover, the Chinese party believed that the 
increase in advertising spending would benefit the brand-owner (i.e. Pepsi) more than 
the bottling joint venture. The matters were taken to the Board for discussion where 
the Chinese party made it clear that it would not support the plan proposed by the 
General Manager. The Chinese party suggested that ifPepsi wanted to go ahead with 
« • 
the plan, it should be funded by Pepsi unilaterally so that the interests of the Chinese 
party was not adversely affected. 
The above problem illustrated the Chinese party's typical attitude towards 
contract and face and highlighted that there were insufficient discussions on the future 
business direction at the front-end. It is well-known that Asians and Westerners have 
different understanding ofa"contract". In Asia, which includes China, contract does 
not mean an absolute declaration ofthe deal. It is “rather a statement ofprinciples by 
which the signer agree to work together as trustworthy partners. Contracts are not 
expected to guarantee behaviour over time, so when circumstances change and new 
behaviours are required, the partner is expected to be flexible."^ Thus when the 
Chinese party disagreed to the General Manager's proposal which it thought was 
going to lose money, it withdrew its support to implement the proposal and would like 
to re-negotiate how the interests of the Chinese party could be protected. Another 
subtle reason for the Chinese party to reject the General Manager's plan was that the 
Chinese party felt to lose face when it was not consulted beforehand although it was a 
9 Foster, Dean Allen. “The Yin and Yang ofManagin% in Asia." H R Magazine, March 1995, 
p.78. 
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minority investor. It was unhappy with the way the General Manager had handled the 
matter and became a bit emotional under the circumstances. "We don't necessarily 
disagree with the whole plan. Some modifications are required." said Mr. Z. C. Chen, 
"We respect people who respect us. Things may not get so bad if he [the General 
Manger] had discussed with us in advance." 
The increase of direct sales and advertising spending were discussed during 
the negotiation phase. However no definite figures were presented and both parties 
agreed that the increase should be reasonable and sufficient to create an impact in the 
market. Unfortunately, what appeared to be reasonable to the foreign party was not 
necessarily seen by the Chinese party as reasonable as well. Because ofthis incident, 
the Chinese party got the impression that the General Manager was biased towards 




CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The takeover of GZ Bottling Plant offered precious experiences to Pepsi. 
Although Pepsi had been doing business in China for more than 15 years, its business 
j» 
was more of a franchise nature. Pepsi's people used to formulate the business plan, 
explain to the Chinese party and then rely on the Chinese party to execute the plan 
accordingly. There was little involvement in daily operations of the joint ventures by 
Pepsi's people. Business were much more easy previously because competition was 
not so intense. However, all ofthese had to be changed. When Pepsi managed the 
joint ventures directly, it had to face problems which were more complex and acute 
than running franchise operations. 
The following recommendations are proposed, which Pepsi may utilize in its 
future takeover ofthe management of Chinesejoint ventures. 
Selection of rxeneral Manager 
The general manager is the key person in the process. The appointment of a 
Chinese with U.S. and China experiences does not always guarantee success. It is 
important that the general manager should understand the guoqing (1¾ 條 meaning 
the unique aspects ofChinese system and culture). The general manager must be able 
to appreciate the socio-cultural aspects of the people carried over from the previous 
enterprise. He must also be sensitive and diplomatic in order to handle the Chinese 
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party. To avoid giving a wrong impression to the Chinese party that the general 
manager is standing for the interest of Pepsi rather than for the joint venture, Pepsi 
may consider to hire a neutral outsider for the position ofgeneral manager. 
The designation of a Pepsi Director to help the general manager to maintain 
close contact and constant dialogue with the Chinese party is also a recommended 
practice. The Pepsi Director could discuss and negotiate sensitive issues with the 
Chinese party, particularly those may have significant impacts on the interests of the 
JV partners. 
t 
Segregation ofChinese Party^ Tnfluence in the Joint Venture 
A critical factor which the Pepsi appointed general manager could not 
.command full compliance from the ex-CJV employees is that the Chinese party is still 
very influential in the operations and thus undermined the authority of the Pepsi 
appointed general manager. To segregate the influence from the Chinese party, it is 
important that there are upfront discussions and good understanding on the roles of 
Chinese party in the new joint venture. In addition, some of pro-Chinese party ex-
CJV employees should be removed from the joint venture in order to dilute Chinese 
party's influence through these employees. 
z 
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Fair Treatment to New anH OlH Fmplovees 
Disparity of treatment between new and old employees causes conflicts and 
rivalries between these two groups of employees. This problem is not easy to resolve 
and staffcost will escalate because the salary package of the new employees is usually 
higher than old employees in order to attract new people from the market. A 
mechanism to evaluate the performance of the old employees and to gradually 
increase their salary package to a comparable level of the new employees should be 
implemented. The gradual increase ofthe pay scale of the old employees would help 
to spread the increased cost over a longer period oftime. 
Alignment ofBusiness Strategy 
The alignment ofthe business strategy for the joint venture is fundamental to 
the operations ofthe joint venture and is the responsibility of the senior management. 
The business strategy should ideally be agreed with the Chinese party before signing 
the joint venture contract. The business strategy should be specific in order to avoid 
mis-understanding between the foreign party and the Chinese party. When there is a 
need to revise the business strategy of the joint venture to cope with the changing 
business environment, a good communication with the Chinese party is necessary 
even ifit is a minority investor. Under the current environment in China, the Chinese 





The takeover ofan existing business is like a double-edge sword. It could help 
the acquirer to jump start its business in the market if the takeover was managed 
properly. However, takeover may create more problems than it has solved if the 
acquirer failed to manage the process properly. People-related issues are central to the 
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